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From the Executive Director

Celebrating 35 years in the community and growing
It all started, 35 years ago, with a dream. A dream caused by a real-life nightmare.
When he saw people with mental health challenges living a nightmare — living in squalor, with
substandard “care,” no possibility of a meaningful life and no hope for recovery — Rabbi Shlomo Gruskin
(z’l) acted. He met with a few activists and philanthropists — people who cared about those most ignored
by society — to share his vision of an organization that would provide care for people with mental health
challenges.
Eric Adelman
Executive Director

Today, 35 years later, Kadima honors Rabbi Gruskin and our founders who had the vision, dedication, and
compassion to buy a home in Southfield to provide safe and stable housing for people with mental health
challenges. We’ve grown to provide residential care in 26 homes and do much more to support those
we serve. From outpatient therapy and integrated physical health care to day programming through the
Zussman Activity Center, Kadima’s holistic approach improves outcomes and fosters recovery.
As we proudly celebrate our 35th anniversary, I hope you enjoy learning about the many new and exciting
initiatives developed by Kadima members and our dedicated staff. Today, Kadima’s vibrant and active
community lives out Rabbi Gruskin’s dream and more, as we provide life-changing and life-saving care to
some of the most vulnerable people in our community.
While it was Rabbi Gruskin’s vision that created us, it is you and the rest of our Kadima community who
sustain us by supporting our vital work.
To that end, please enjoy this newsletter and let us know how you’d like to engage with us to further our
mission, care for those we serve, and keep the dream of Kadima alive for the next 35 years ... and beyond!
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| CELEBRATING 35 YEARS IN THE COMMUNITY 1984 – 2019

Vision
Hopeful and meaningful lives through recovery without stigma
for all people with mental health challenges.

Mission
Kadima provides comprehensive residential, therapeutic
and social services to all people with mental
health needs as they move forward in their lives.
Inspired by Jewish values, Kadima delivers these services
while providing education and outreach to the broader
community to ensure positive mental health outcomes for all.

Values
Support Clients First • Integrity and Respect • Empowerment
Optimism • Learning • Teamwork and Communication

Kadima Supportive Housing

Kadima Residential
Services
Kadima provides a continuum of
residential services that range from
24-hour care to independent living with
supports. Some individuals will enter
Kadima requiring higher levels of staff
support and supervision, while others
will progress to lower levels of care and
ultimately move to independent living
with support in their own homes as
needed. It is Kadima’s goal to assure all
individuals live in the most independent
setting possible.

Kadima Community
Living Services (CLS)
Kadima’s Community Living Services
(CLS) program provides service to
individuals who live on their own,
or with a loved one, but need some
supports. Kadima staff will visit with
the person daily, weekly, or several
times per month to provide services
as needed. Clients enrolled in CLS
receive the same continuum of services
as Kadima residential care clients,
including transportation, personal care,
medication management and other
support.

Serving, caring, connecting ...
MEET DARRELL | Community Living Services Case Worker
Darrell Summersville, a Kadima CLS case worker,
has been working with Steve since the beginning of
his employment with Kadima in 1998.
He assists Steve with activities of daily living,
particularly around cleaning, maintaining and
organizing his home.
Always monitoring Steve's emotional state, Darrell also
provides encouragement when needed.

“ ... I allow
Steve to be
himself and
allow him the
opportunity
feel at ease
enough to
share the
important
personal
aspects of his
life. ”

Every week, Steve enjoys the consistency of a visit and
support from Darrell. They’ve been working together
for 20 years. “It’s really nice having that consistency,”
says Steve.
Steve likes spending time with friends, trying new
restaurants, going to art fairs and vacationing in
Michigan and beyond. But he also appreciates the
structure of his weekly visits with Darrell, which help
him to maintain an independent housing situation.
“Darrell is very supportive, someone who I trust,” says
Steve. “He cares about me.”
Says Darrell of his work with Steve: “Most
importantly, I allow Steve to be himself and allow
him the opportunity feel at ease enough to share the
important personal aspects of his life.”
In allowing this type of relationship to exist, Darrell
promotes one of the key values of Kadima's mission:
proving dignity to the people we serve.

For Residential or Community Living Services information, contact Kadima Intake Coordinator / Therapist | 248-663-4335
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

| Creative Expressions and DSO Partnership

Kadima partners with Detroit Symphony to make music
This DSO
partnership
with the
Creative
Expressions
Program was
highlighted on
the PBS show,
“Detroit
Performs”

Trombone, drums, violin, electric guitar and other percussion are among the instruments being learned
and played by the individuals served by Kadima through an amazing partnership with the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra. This music education series is part of Kadima’s Creative Expressions Program,
which provides a full array of visual, performing, literary and culinary arts opportunities
for those served.
DSO musicians and music therapists have worked closely with 15 individuals this year to hone their
personal playing skills and work on multi-instrumental compositions.
One of the many outcomes of this partnership for individuals – not discounting improved selfconfidence, reduced depression, and engaged neuropathways – is the chance to showcase their talents.
Kadima musicians have now performed on stage alongside DSO musicians two times. One performance
was held in December at the Herman and Sharon Frankel Donor Lounge at the Max M. Fisher Music
Center, and a recent performance was held at a private home.
In addition to the partnership with the DSO, the Creative Expressions Program partners with the College
for Creative Studies, Articipate, DIA and many other local organizations that help to provide exceptional
programming.
This DSO partnership with the Creative Expressions Program was highlighted on the PBS show,
“Detroit Performs.”
View the show on the Kadima website or Facebook page.

For information on the Kadima Creative Expressions Program, contact Bridie Johnson | 248-663-4346 | bridiej@kadimacenter.org
Major donors of the new Kadima Creative Expressions Program include a host of generous individuals
and foundation support from the following:
MASTERPIECE SPONSORS
Barbara and Michael Kratchman | Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan | D. Dan and Betty Kahn Foundation | Anonymous
HEADLINER SPONSORS
Hava Rachel Leichtman Creative Expressions Fund | Bluma Schechter
PERFORMER SPONSORS
Marianne and Jay Victor | Ethel Hyman and Rose Kaplan Foundation

A special thank you to Janet Aronoff, who hosted a fundraiser in her home to help launch this program,
for being an ongoing supporter of Kadima’s work.
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The Zussman Activity Center Reopens | Financial Literacy Workshops

Grand reopening of the Lois and Milton Y.
Zussman Activity Center
On May 16, the individuals served by Kadima, as well as
Kadima staff and board members, gathered to officially reopen
the Zussman Activity Center. The lower level of the center had
been closed for six months due to damage from a flood.
The lower level now features a new floor, wallpaper,
renovated kitchen, dining and social areas, an exercise
room, hydroponic gardens, a new media unit, lockers,
a computer lab, relaxation/reading areas and a snack
shop. It’s decorated with prints of artwork created by the
individuals served by Kadima. The first floor houses staff
offices and meeting rooms and will soon be home to an
office and patient care space for Kadima’s nurse.
The people we serve are excited to have ample space back for
daily meetings, preparing and sharing meals, socializing, playing
music and being part of a supportive community.
Special thanks to the Zussman family, the Melville Richman
Family Fund in support of the Richman Family Wellness Room, the
Techner family in support of the Techner Family Garden indoor
hydroponics system and board members Harold Dubrowsky and
Jonathan Modiano for the new entertainment system.

To arrange a time to tour the Zussman Activity Center, contact Eric Adelman | Executive Director | 248-663-4334 | eric@kadimacenter.org

Flagstar volunteer gives generously of time and talents
Kadima is extremely grateful to Flagstar Bank
volunteer, Stephane Lubin, senior credit officer,
who has led workshops on financial literacy
topics for the people we serve since last September.
Her discussion topics – from banking basics, to credit scores and
reporting, to many facets of budgeting – have been well received
by participants. To date, she has conducted 11 sessions. Stephane
says that the Kadima participants ask many good questions, are
engaged in learning, and are a fun group.
She noted following the last session:

Stephane Lubin, center, works with individuals on budgeting

“As we saw in the lesson today, creating a menu and grocery list
and staying within a $100 weekly budget isn’t easy. The five who
stayed and finished the task worked really hard. If you could have seen the smiles on their faces after they achieved the goal,
you would have seen what I love about the experience. They worked so hard and were proud of their accomplishment. It
wasn’t an easy task, but they did it!”

Inquire about Kadima volunteer opportunities and how you can share your passion or expertise. Contact Ali Huber | 248-663-4330 | allisonh@kadimacenter.org
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STAFF HIGHLIGHTS

| Intern Learns and Grows at Kadima

Reflections from Kadima’s J.O.I.N. intern
My name is Ilana Weinfeld, and I am from Farmington Hills, Michigan. This upcoming fall I will
be entering my junior year at the University of Michigan studying psychology.
This summer I participated in the Jeannette & Oscar Cook Jewish Occupational Intern Program
(J.O.I.N.) and landed my first-choice placement selection at Kadima. I am so thrilled to be
working at such an amazing place!
As a psychology major, I have taken countless classes centered around psychopathology and
social development; however, I have never applied my studies to professional work. I chose
Kadima for my internship because I wanted to understand how a mental health organization
operates, as well as have in-person interactions with people who have mental health
challenges.

ILANA WEINFELD
is the 2019 J.O.I.N. Intern
for Kadima. Ilana is going
to be a junior at University
of Michigan and is
studying Psychology.

During my time at Kadima, I had the opportunity to observe individual and group therapy
sessions, work on a client-run newsletter and participate in many programs on a weekly basis.
My favorite part of this internship was the various interactions with individuals in the activity
center and building personal relationships with each of them. My finest memory was
participating in the book club where the plot of the novel, Your Second Life Begins When You
Realize You Only Have One, was used as a way for participants to introspect about their own
experiences and feelings.
Before I began this internship, I did not understand the true effect that the people Kadima
serves would have on my daily work experience. I have learned how important it is to advocate
for those with mental health challenges, rather than shunning them for their differences.
As I move forward to finish school and choose a career, I will be sure to utilize compassion,
understanding and acceptance with all individuals that I interact with, which is a lesson I have
learned here at Kadima.

The Kadima internship is supported by The Tony Richman Project J.O.I.N. Scholarship Fund.

Competitive
grants provide
crucial support for
programming and
operations
Thank you to the corporate
and private foundations that
have supported Kadima with a
grant over the past 12 months
(August 1, 2018, to
July 31, 2019)

Blue Cross Blue Shield Foundation
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
DeRoy Testamentary Foundation
Flagstar Foundation
Ethel Hyman and Rose Kaplan Foundation
The Jewish Fund
The Jewish Fund Teen Board
Jewish Women’s Foundation of Metropolitan Detroit

Donate
We are grateful to the individuals and many
family foundations that support Kadima
throughout the year.
Look for a full listing of supporters
in the annual report this winter.

Marjorie and Maxwell Jospey Foundation
D. Dan and Betty Kahn Foundation
Kaufman Memorial Trust
The Ravitz Foundation
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DONATE ONLINE kadimacenter.org/give
OR CALL 248.559.8235

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

| Agency shifts toward new model

Zussman Activity Center continues to evolve
Exciting things are happening at the Lois and Milton Y.
Zussman Activity Center! The programming has evolved
over the past year to reflect more of a Clubhouse model, a
members-led model that provides adults with mental illness
the freedom to be part of a working community and to lead
satisfying, productive lives.
What is a Clubhouse
Clubhouse is a community for individuals living with serious mental
illnesses. It is a restorative environment for people whose lives have been
severely disrupted because of their mental illness, who need the support of
others in recovery, and who believe that mental illness is treatable.
As a result of participating in a Clubhouse, members have opportunities to
rejoin the spheres of friendship, family, employment and education and to
access the services and support they need.

Member involvement
Involvement of members in every aspect of Clubhouse is a key value of
the program. No decision is made that does not involve members, and
members and staff serve as co-equals. Because of that,
Clubhouses are a powerful demonstration of the fact
that people with mental illness can and do lead normal,
productive lives.
Kadima has already begun actively engaging members in
leadership, roles and tasks in two Clubhouse units being
created: the Business & Communications Unit and the
Horticulture & Culinary Unit.

Making progress
Kadima’s leadership is committed to transitioning fully
to a Clubhouse over the next few years, which includes
expanding staff capacity and leadership, funding, program
development and a new space. We are excited to continue
to engage our members, staff, board, partners and funders
as we continue this transition.
Until then, Kadima will continue to mold new programs to
mirror the Clubhouse values and culture as it better engages members and supports recovery. Staff members have visited other
Clubhouses in Michigan, New York and Utah to learn about best practices and participated in New Clubhouse Training with
support from The Jewish Fund. Kadima's executive director has a mentor from Clubhouse International, and the Development
Department has submitted a number of grants for funding.

For more information , contact Bridie Johnson | 248-663-4346 | bridiej@kadimacenter.org
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EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

| Bipolar Disorder: Community Forum Series

DEPRESSION CENTER BrightNights
MICHIGAN MEDICINE

COMMUNITY FORUM SERIES

The Power of Learning: Kadima co-hosts
BrightNights community forum on depression
On March 18, more than 100 people attended a night of learning at
the Bright Nights Community Forum Series event, Understanding
Depression, held at The Berman Center for Performing Arts in West
Bloomfield. It was sponsored by the Tyler Howard Memorial Fund.
The event, co-hosted by the University of Michigan Depression Center
and Kadima, featured presentations by Harry Rai, MD, and Kevin Sethi,
MD, house officers in the Department of Psychiatry at the University
of Michigan Depression Center. It was followed by a panel discussion
and audience Q&A; a resource area with representatives from other
nonprofit mental health organizations was available before and after
the presentation.
Panelists included Jean Nemenzik, LMSW, from Kadima; Corbin
Standley from the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention;
Michael Buatti from the National Alliance on Mental Illness; and
Wren Hack, a community member.

PANELISTS left to right: Michael Buatti from the National Alliance on Mental Illness; Kevin Sethi,
MD, from UM Depression Center; Corbin Standley from the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention; Wren Hack from the community; Jean Nemenzik, LMSW, from Kadima; and Harry Rai,
MD, from UM Depression Center

thursday

4.2.20

Join us for next year's forum Understanding Bipolar Disorder
Co-hosted by the Heinz C. Prechter Bipolar Research Program
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Kadima 4th Annual Gardening Day

4th Annual Gardening Day
Over 40 community volunteers came to work on
June 2 for Kadima’s fourth Annual Gardening Day.
They planted trees, bushes and flowers at Kadima
homes to make a difference in the lives of people
with mental health challenges.
Kadima partnered for a fourth year with Macomb
Community College Occupational Therapy
Department. Additional groups helped with the
Kadima community vegetable garden at the
Henrietta and Herbert Charfoos Kadima Center in
Southfield, as well as planted new shrubs and flowers
around the building.

A special thanks to Lionheart Building &
Landscaping for donating mulch and for
sourcing and delivering the plants.
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EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

| 2019 Lois Zussman Kadima Golf Classic

SPONSOR A KADIMA EVENT!

2019 LOIS ZUSSMAN Kadima Golf Classic
— To benefit the Lois and Milton Y. Zussman Activity Center

$200,000 raised!
114 golfers • 180 dinner guests
30 silent and live auction items
No rain on the course!
Thank you to everyone who sponsored and
participated in the Lois Zussman Kadima Golf
Classic held on July 15, 2019, at the Franklin Hills
Country Club. Proceeds directly support the Lois
and Milton Y. Zussman Activity Center, which
provides daily enrichment programming for the
people served by Kadima.

THANK YOU
PREMIER SPONSORS
PRESENTING SPONSOR

Milt Zussman
COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND DINNER SPONSORS
Erin and Jonathan Modiano | Jo Elyn and George Nyman
Sonia and Keith Pomeroy | Jane and Larry Sherman
Sandi and Jeffrey Tamaroff | Julie and Rick Zussman

LUNCHEON SPONSORS

Event photos donated by
and

monday

JEFF AISEN

7.13.20

2020 Lois Zussman KADIMA GOLF CLASSIC • Franklin Hills Country Club
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Save the Dates: Tyler Howard MiniGolf Classic | Community Awards Night Celebrating 35 Years!
SPONSOR A KADIMA EVENT!

MiniGolF12

Join us at our next events!

sept

TYLER HOWARD

CLASSIC

niGolF

Adventure Golf at Royal Oak Golf Center

A Fun
Family
Event!

n
Rain
or
Shine!

TICKETS $18 (3 and under free)
Includes Putt Putt • Kids Space Activity Area
Dinner • Driving Range
Rolling start time beginning at 5:30 pm ...
Come anytime!
Brief program begins at 6:30 pm

TICKETS ONLINE: kadimacenter.org/minigolfclassic
Proceeds to support the Tyler Howard Memorial Fund
at Kadima which provides funding for direct services to
individuals with mental health challenges, as well as
suicide prevention education and outreach activities.
— Sponsors to date —

EVENT SPONSORS
PUTT PUTT SPONSORS

oct

28
KADIMA’S COMMUNITY

AWARDS

Night

35 Year� in the Community!
CELEBRATING

– COMPLIMENTARY EVENT –
MONDAY OCTOBER 28 | 5:30 – 8:30 PM
THE TOWNSEND HOTEL

BIRMINGHAM

COCKTAIL RECEPTION HORS D’OEUVRES
AWARDS PROGRAM
Community Partner of the Year
Member of the Year | Volunteer of the Year
Employee of the Year
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
kadimacenter.org/communityawards

Korotkin Insurance Group
DRIVING RANGE SPONSORS

KID SPACE SPONSORS

Ellen and Cary Adelman | Karen and Eric Adelman
The Children’s Foundation | Nature’s Playhouse
George A. Orley Memorial Fund | Star Trax Events

CHAMPION SPONSORS
Gail Katz - Hava Rachel Leichtman
Creative Expressions Fund

HOLE SPONSORS

Andrea and Jeff Belen
Brown Brothers Realtors
Harold Dubrowsky
GLR Advanced Recycling
The Jahnke Family

Megan and Bryan Lubaway
Mongers’ Provisions
Plaintiff Investment
Funding
Shira and Ben Roth

The Rothberger Family
The Rothstein Family
The Terebelo Family
Weiner & Randall Law
Group, PLLC

Jonathan and Erin Modiano

For sponsorship opportunities contact Ali Huber | 248-663-4330 | allisonh@kadimacenter.org
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If you or someone you know can benefit from Kadima's services, please call 248-559-8235

MovingLivesForward
Kadima is here to help.

OFFICERS

President
Jonathan Modiano

Kadima provides comprehensive residential, therapeutic and social services to all people with mental
health needs as they move forward in their lives. Inspired by Jewish values, Kadima delivers these
services while providing education and outreach to the broader community to ensure positive mental
health outcomes for all.

Vice Presidents
Harold Dubrowsky
Howard Schwartz
Chad Techner
Secretary
Dan Serlin
Treasurer
Emil Raab
Members at Large
Bobbi Gordon
Gail Stewart-Berman
Immediate Past President
Evan Leibhan
DIRECTORS
Rabbi Yoni Dahlan
Lena Epstein
Jessica Katz
Andrea LaFontaine
Kacee Must
Barb Schwartz
Wendy Talan
Robin Tobin-Murav
Eric Wizenberg
Jim Zack

Comprehensive Residential Support | Community Living Services
Enrichment Programs | Counseling Services and Groups | Outreach and Education

kadimacenter.org

For an enduring impact, become a Kadima Legacy Society member.
Become a partner with Kadima and provide essential philanthropic
support that assures individuals suffering with mental health challenges
in our community will be taken care of now, and for many years to come.
Kadima Legacy Society members receive recognition and benefits
throughout the year.

| Securing Kadima's Future |

It's easy to designate Kadima as a recipient of a planned gift. If you are
interested in learning how a planned gift can help establish your legacy
at Kadima, please contact
Michelle Malamis | Kadima Development Director
248-663-4343 | michellem@kadimacenter.org

give. grow. secure. kadimacenter.org/legacy

